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Historically, wind driven energy conversion devices can be considered as one of man's truly basic machines. Simple vertical axis wind machines were probably in existence in Persia several hundred years before the time of Christ (Ref. 1 & 2). These primitive wind machines stayed the same until the 12th century when almost simultaneously in France and England the horizontal-axis or Dutch-type windmill made its appearance (Fig. 1). Dutch settlers brought this type of windmill to America in the mid-1700's (Ref. 3). These windmills typically ground grain and pumped water. Through the years, the design of these windmills changed only superficially. In 1890, the first of the modern windmills for producing electricity was designed, built and put into service in Denmark (Ref. 1 & 4). They must have liked what they had because by 1908 several hundred wind power stations producing from 5-25 Kw dotted the Danish landscape. Wind machines also played a significant role in rural America up until the 1930's when the Rural Electrification Act (REA) provided cheap electricity to the farmers. The remnants of many of these early wind machines are still visible in various parts of the country. All of these machines were relatively small and did not produce much power.

In the 20th century, the search for power led many countries to further consider the wind. The power density of the wind versus wind speed is presented in Fig. 2. As an illustrative example, note that at a wind speed of 13 mph, approximately
10 watts of power is contained in each square foot of wind area (where area is taken perpendicular to the wind direction). This represents the ideal power available. The laws of nature limit ideal propellors to 59.3% of this power. If the losses of a real propellor, gearing and generator are considered, realistically 3 to 3.5 watts of power could be obtained from one square foot of this 13 mph wind. In an effort to tap this widespread source of "free" energy, several countries designed, constructed and tested comparatively large wind machines.

One of the first large experimental machines was this 100 Kw (Fig. 3) wind turbine which was built in 1931 by the Russians. It was located at Balaclava near Yalta on the Black Sea (Ref. 5, 6 & 7). The rotor is 100 feet in diameter and the tower is 100 feet high. Maximum rated power, 100 Kw, was obtained at wind speeds in excess of 24.6 mph. The average wind speed at this site was 15 mph. The rotor drove a 100 Kw, 200 volt induction generator which was connected by a 6300 volt line to a 20 megawatt steam power station located in Sevastopol some 20 miles away. Although this wind machine was very primitive; i.e., the blade surface was roofing metal and the main gears were made of wood, the plant did one year achieve an output of 279,000 kilowatt hours. This gave a power utilization yield; that is, the actual power output divided by total possible power output, of 32%. The generator and controls are located in the
HOUSING ON TOP OF THE TOWER. REGULATION WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY PITCH CONTROL OF THE BLADE. THE WIND THRUST WAS ABSORBED BY THE INCLINED STRUT. THE GROUND PORTION OF THIS STRUT RESTS ON A CARRIAGE WHICH SITS ON A CIRCULAR TRACK. THE CARRIAGE WAS AUTOMATICALLY DRIVEN TO KEEP THE ROTOR FACING INTO THE WIND. IN ADDITION TO THIS MACHINE, THERE HAVE BEEN MANY SMALLER MACHINES INSTALLED IN RUSSIA TO SUPPLY POWER TO AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITIES.

The largest \((1250 \text{ Kw}_E)\) (Ref. 5, 8, 9 & 10) wind machine to date started in 1934 when an engineer, Palmer C. Putnam, began to look at wind driven generators to reduce the cost of electricity to his Cape Cod home. In 1939, Putnam presented his ideas and the results of his preliminary work to the S. Morgan Smith Company of York, Pennsylvania. The S. Morgan Smith Company agreed to fund a wind energy project and the Smith-Putnam wind turbine experiment was born. The wind machine was to be connected into the Central Vermont Public Service Corporation's existing system. Out of some 50 Vermont sites considered, a 2000 foot hill, Grandpa's Knob, located in Rutland, Vermont, was selected. A number of engineers from several universities participated in the project. August 29, 1941, less than two years after the original meeting, the blades were rotated for the first time.

The Smith-Putnam machine (Fig. 4) is physically the largest wind machine ever built and tested. The tower was 110 feet
HIGH WHILE THE ROTOR WAS 175 FEET IN DIAMETER AND HAD AN 11 FOOT 4 INCH CHORD. EACH OF THESE BLADES WEIGHTED 8 TONS AND WAS MADE WITH STAINLESS STEEL RIBS COVERED BY A STAINLESS STEEL SKIN. THE BLADE PITCH WAS ADJUSTABLE TO MAINTAIN A CONSTANT ROTOR SPEED OF 28.7 RPM. THIS ROTATIONAL SPEED WAS MAINTAINED IN WIND SPEEDS AS HIGH AS 70-75 MPH. AT HIGHER WIND SPEEDS, THE BLADES WERE FEATHERED AND THE MACHINE WAS BROUGHT TO A STOP. THE ROTOR TURNED AN AC SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR THAT PRODUCED 1250 KILOWATTS OF POWER AT WIND SPEEDS GREATER THAN 30 MPH. THIS POWER WAS FED INTO THE POWER COMPANY NETWORK. SHORTLY AFTER THE SYSTEM HAD GONE THROUGH ITS INITIAL CHECKOUT AND WAS BROUGHT ON LINE, A MAIN BEARING FAILED. SINCE IT WAS WAR TIME AND THIS WAS A LOW PRIORITY PROJECT, IT TOOK SEVERAL YEARS BEFORE A NEW MAIN BEARING WAS OBTAINED. THE NEW BEARING WAS INSTALLED EARLY IN 1945. FOLLOWING THE INSTALLATION, THE MACHINE WAS OPERATED ONLY A FEW MONTHS WHEN AN OVERSTRESSED BLADE FAILED. TOTAL INTERMITTANT RUNNING TIME ACHIEVED WAS 1100 HOURS. THE PROJECT WAS REVIEWED AND ALTHOUGH CONSIDERED TO BE A TECHNICAL SUCCESS, WAS NOT CONSIDERED TO HAVE DEMONSTRATED FAVORABLE ECONOMICS. USING THE ORIGINAL INSTALLATION COST DATA, ADDITIONAL MACHINES IN SMALL QUANTITIES WOULD HAVE COST APPROXIMATELY $190/INSTALLED KW. THE TARGET PRICE IN 1945 WAS $125/INSTALLED KW. THE PROJECT WAS STOPPED AND THE WIND MACHINE WAS DISMANTLED.
The technical results of the Smith-Putnam wind turbine caused Percy H. Thomas, an engineer with the Federal Power Commission, to spend approximately 10 years in a detailed analysis of wind power electric generation (Ref. 10 & 11). Mr. Thomas, using largely the economic data from the Grandpa's Knob operation, initially concluded that a 5000-10,000 Kw wind-driven machine was necessary for economic feasibility. Based on these results, he designed two large machines; one of 6500 Kw and the other of 7500 Kw.

The 6500 Kw machine is shown in Fig. 5. The Federal Power Commission in 1951 tried to get Congress interested in funding a prototype of this machine. Because it was Korean War time, the project was not funded and was subsequently cancelled. To give you some details of the system, the tower height was 475 feet and each of the rotors was 200 feet in diameter. The rotors drove DC generators which produced 6500 Kw at wind speeds greater than 28 mph. The DC power fed a DC to AC synchronous converter which was to supply the electrical network. All generating equipment was to be housed atop the tower. Mr. Thomas estimated the capital costs for this machine at $75/installed Kw.

The English also had a fairly extensive wind energy program from 1945 to 1960 (Ref. 7). One machine shown in Fig. 6 is the Enfield-Andreau wind turbine. This machine was built
in England and set up at St. Albans in the early 1950's. It was designed to put out 100 Kw of AC power in a 30 mph wind. The tower was 100 feet high while the rotor measured 79 feet from tip to tip. This machine is particularly interesting in that unlike conventional wind turbines, it used air rather than gears to transmit the propellor power to the generator. The propellor blades were hollow and when they rotated, they acted as centrifugal air pumps. The air entered ports in the lower part of the tower, passed through an air turbine which turned the electrical generator, went up through the tower and out the hollow tips of the blades. Unfortunately, the internal air duct friction losses of the machine were large enough to minimize any advantages achieved by elimination of mechanical coupling.

The Danish also had an effort during the 1950's. The result of some of this work, the Danish Gedser wind turbine, is shown in Fig. 7. This machine, built in 1957, produced 200 Kw in a 33.6 mph wind. It was connected to the Danish public power system and produced approximately 400,000 Kw hours per year. The tower was 85 feet high and the rotor 79 feet in diameter. The generator was located in the housing on the top of the tower. The installation cost of this system was approximately $205/Kw. This wind turbine ran until 1968 when it was stopped.
The French also did some work during the 1950's (Ref. 7 & 12). It is known that they built at least two large machines. One of 130 Kw (Fig. 8) had a blade diameter of approximately 70 feet; the other (Fig. 9), a 300 Kw machine, had a blade diameter of approximately 100 feet and was located at Nogent LeROI, in France.

The Germans, under the direction of Dr. Ulrich Hutter, did some very fine work in the 1950's and 1960's (Ref. 7). The first machine shown in Fig. 10 produced 100 Kw of power in an 18 mph wind. Previous machines required much higher wind speeds. This machine used lightweight, 115 foot diameter fiberglass blades with a simple hollow pipe guy wire supported tower. This machine changed blade pitch at higher wind speeds to keep the propellor rotation constant. Dr. Hutter's machines ran from September 1957 to August 1968. During this period, he obtained more than 4000 hours of full rated power operation. He also made substantial contributions to the design of high speed wind turbine rotors. The German effort represents advanced work on large wind machines.

Considering the ones reviewed above and others, it is clear that wind turbine systems have been built and tested in many countries around the world. However, after running for a while, these systems were dismantled. The problem is that the installation cost per kilowatt of capacity of the wind
Turbines has been too high compared to other methods of producing electric power. In addition, because of wind variability, it is usually not sufficient to have a wind turbine alone; one must also consider forms of energy storage.

Today's increasing cost of fuel coupled with potential fuel scarcities has caused the re-examination of wind energy as a future source of power. In this regard, the National Science Foundation (NSF) has been made responsible by the Executive and Congress for carrying out the Nation's solar energy program, a part of which is wind energy.

Wind energy is being considered because it is:

- Nondepleting;
- Nonpolluting;
- Free fuel source.

These advantages must be weighed against the disadvantages:

- The wind is a variable source;
- System costs have been high.

The National wind energy part of the solar program (Ref. 5) calls for:

1. Studies, construction, and testing of wind energy conversion systems with and without storage;
2. Studies, construction, and testing of energy storage systems;
(3) Meteorological studies to estimate the wind energy in the nation and to determine favorable regions and sites for wind-driven energy systems; and

(4) Studies and identification of suitable applications for wind energy demonstration tests.

The planned accomplishments of this five-year program are:

(1) Identification of cost effective wind energy conversion systems;
(2) Construction and operation of wind conversion prototypes;
(3) Developed and proven wind conversion components and subsystems;
(4) Proven cost effective energy storage systems;
(5) Available demonstration systems with storage for selected applications;
(6) An accurate estimate of the nation's wind energy potential; and
(7) Developed techniques for selecting sites for wind conversion systems.

NASA-LERC is managing the large scale experiments project; i.e., the 100 Kw and Mw size conversion systems. Lewis' participation is a direct result of our aeronautical and aerospace background. Many years of experience in aeronautics, propulsion and space power systems research and development and project management give us a broad capability in all the required technologies.
WE ALSO HAVE FROM OUR LARGE SPACE PROJECTS THE NECESSARY SYSTEMS EXPERIENCE.

THE OVERALL GOAL OF THE WIND ENERGY PROGRAM IS TO EXPEDITE THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELIABLE AND COST COMPETITIVE WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS -- SYSTEMS WHICH ARE CAPABLE OF RAPID COMMERCIAL EXPANSION TO PRODUCE SIGNIFICANT QUANTITIES OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY AS AN ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCE. THIS LEWIS FIVE-YEAR WIND ENERGY PROJECT IS A COMBINED IN-HOUSE/CONTRACTOR EFFORT CONSISTING OF:

(1) THE SMALL SYSTEMS PROJECT;
(2) THE MW SIZE SYSTEMS PROJECT;
(3) SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY; AND
(4) ENERGY STORAGE.

SMALL SYSTEMS PROJECT. The Small Systems Project is to develop cost-competitive wind energy conversion systems in the power range of 50 to 250 Kw. The results of our early design and operating experience and the supporting research and technology effort will be used to provide input to the more advanced designs.

The first 100 Kw machine is being designed by LERC using existing technology. It will be installed at our Plum Brook facility near Sandusky, Ohio, some 50 miles west of Cleveland. This unit, scheduled to be in operation in 1975, will provide early operational experience, and also serve as the test bed
FOR TESTING COST EFFECTIVE COMPONENTS RESULTING FROM THE SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY PROJECT.

Based on studies and operating experience, a 100 Kw wind energy system of advanced design will be completed. This machine is to be completed by contractor effort in two phases. In the first phase, contracts will be awarded for conceptual design, parametric analysis and preliminary design. In the second phase, a contract will be awarded for detailed design, fabrication, erection and operation of the most promising first-phase design. It is presently contemplated that two to four units will be built and installed at selected sites. The succeeding program depends on results obtained from these experimental units.

The Megawatt Size Systems Project. The Megawatt Size Systems Program is to develop wind-energy conversion systems in the power range of 500 to 3000 Kw for tie-in to existing public utility power lines. This objective is to be accomplished in three steps.

The first megawatt wind energy system is based on existing technology and should have good inherent reliability. It will be designed and fabricated by contractor effort. This work, similar to the small systems project, will be done in two phases. In the first phase, contracts will be awarded for conceptual design, parametric analysis and preliminary design of a high-
power system. In Phase 2, a contract will be awarded for the most promising Phase 1 design. The unit will be installed at a selected site to provide early operational experience with large systems. Based on operational experience and other technology inputs, experimental units will be constructed for test installation at selected sites.

Supporting Research and Technology Project. The Supporting Research and Technology Project is designed to develop cost-effective components and/or approaches for both the small and Mw advanced wind energy systems. The main work elements recognized at this time are various technology projects in blades, pitch change mechanisms, power transmission mechanisms, generators and controls, energy storage and structures.

The windmill test site at our Plum Brook facility is shown in Fig. 11. For the purpose of orientation, you are upwind southwest of the windmill site looking northeast. This is the direction of the summer prevailing wind. We have installed at this site a 200 foot instrumented weather tower. This tower will be used to obtain both steady flow and gust wind measurement. A small, 4.1 Kw research machine will be downstream and to the left of this weather tower. The 100 Kw machine will be some 600 feet downstream and to the right of this weather tower.
Although the 100 Kw machine design is not fixed, a scale model of the present design is shown in Fig. 12. In the real machine, the truss tower will be 100 feet high and the rotor 125 feet in diameter (Ref. 13). This machine is designed to begin turning in 8 mph wind and to reach its rated output of 100 Kw at 18 mph. The blade pitch changes to maintain a constant turning speed of 40 rpm and 100 Kw at wind speeds greater than 18 mph.

Present design thoughts are to shut the machine down at wind speeds lower than 8 mph or in excess of 60 mph. This wind turbine favors the design of Dr. Hutter. The 40 rpm of the main rotor goes through a gear box to turn an 1800 rpm 100 Kw 480 V 3 phase 60 cycle synchronous type generator. In the checkout phase of the system, the generator will be connected into a load bank which is independent of the grid. After sufficient experience and confidence in the wind machine are achieved, the generator will be connected into the local utility grid. The gear box, generator, and control systems are all contained atop the tower.

In operation, the blades run behind the tower. This is opposite from the way most windmills have operated in the past. The problem has been that the blade sets up vibrations in the tower causing it to fatigue. In our design, the tower sets
up vibrations in the blade. Since the blade is flexible, our analysis indicates it can withstand these vibrations and provide the necessary long life.

This far I have not in this talk addressed the very important issues of storage and potential applications of the energy produced. Some storage mechanisms are shown in Fig. 13. One method of storage is to use batteries. Typically, lead-acid batteries have an energy density of 10 watt-hours per pound, are good for about 1500 charge-discharge cycles, and cost $80/kilowatt hour. At the present time, no other conventional battery system appears able to successfully compete with the lead-acid battery for bulk energy storage (Ref. 14). NASA and others are looking at advanced battery systems potentially capable of storing several times more energy per pound of weight at a lower cost than can lead acid. These are some time away from being commercially available in quantity. There are also programs underway evaluating Redox or reduction oxidation cells (Ref. 15). These comprise electrodes immersed in suitable solutions of electrolytes that are separated by an ion exchange membrane. To extract energy from the charged system, the reducing fluid flows along one side of the ion exchange membrane, while the oxidizing fluid flows along the other side. Electrons flow from the electrode in the oxidizing solution to produce current flow in the external circuit, while ions
ARE EXCHANGED ACROSS THE MEMBRANE TO MAINTAIN THE ELECTRIC CURRENT AND THE CHEMICAL REACTION. THE SYSTEM CAN BE CHARGED BY FLOWING DISCHARGED FLUIDS ALONG THE MEMBRANE WHILE MAINTAINING A SUITABLE POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE AND CURRENT BETWEEN THE TWO FLUIDS. THE ADVANTAGE OF THIS PROCESS IS THAT THE ENERGY TRANSFER AND STORAGE PROCESS CAN BE VERY EFFICIENT.

There is also work going on in high energy density fly wheels (Ref. 16). Researchers in the field feel that they may be able to double the energy storage per unit of weight compared to present lead acid batteries. If suitable high efficiency mechanisms for the insertion and extraction of energy from these fly wheels are developed, they may become a competitive method of energy storage.

Some other energy storage ideas shown are to pump water into a tower or to compress air with the wind energy (Ref. 17 & 18). At some later time, when the energy is required, the water or air could be used to turn turbines and generate power.

One wind energy storage technique receiving attention is shown in Fig. 14 (Ref. 19). This uses the wind derived electrical power to dissociate water into \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) by electrolysis. The \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) can be piped to a site where electricity could be produced by fuel cells or \( \text{H}_2/\text{O}_2 \) combustion. The promise of this scheme lies basically in the low cost of transmitting this \( \text{H}_2/\text{O}_2 \) energy via pipelines.
One potential application of wind energy is the combining of a wind machine with an existing diesel electric system (Fig. 15) (Ref. 5). Preliminary economic analyses show that wind generated electrical power may now be competitive with diesel electric power in higher average wind areas.

Another potential application may be to integrate a large wind energy system with a hydroelectric system (Fig. 16). The arrangement shown might prove economical based on a number of variables. A proposal (Ref. 20) made by Professor Heronemus for a nationwide grid of windmills is shown in Fig. 17. The idea is that although the winds are variable, on the average, there is always wind blowing in some areas. If you had a large number of windmills over a large portion of our country and they were all interconnected, then a large amount of power should be produced all the time. The concept, of course, has yet to be verified in a practical sense.

In conclusion, winds contain a large amount of available energy. Recognizing this, several countries have built and tested wind machines. These machines have shown the technical feasibility of wind generators. The problem with these machines has been that:

1. Winds are variable; storage is required;
2. The costs have been high when compared to fossil fuel systems; and thus operating costs over plant lifetimes for wind
MACHINES APPEAR TO EXCEED COSTS WITH FOSSIL FUEL SYSTEMS;

(3) THERE HAS BEEN NO MAJOR SUSTAINED EFFORT TO MAKE WIND MACHINES COMPETITIVE WITH OTHER ENERGY PRODUCING SYSTEMS.

Because of today's energy problems, NASA is cooperating with NSF in a five-year wind energy program. The objective of this program is to develop cost competitive wind energy systems. Preliminary analyses show that in the high average wind areas, wind generated energy can be competitive with some other existing power production methods.

Using present state-of-the-art technology, a 100 Kw windmill is scheduled to be installed and operating at the NASA Lewis Research Center's Plum Brook Facility during 1975 as a precursor of future larger machines.
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Figure 1. - Typical Dutch type windmill.

Figure 2. - Power density of the wind.
Figure 3. - 100 kW Russian Wind-Turbine.

Figure 4. - 1.25 mW Smith-Putnam Machine.

Figure 5. - Proposed 6500 kW Percy Thomas twin wheel turbine.
Figure 12. - Model of the NASA-Lewis 100 kW wind machine.

Figure 13. - Some storage mechanisms for wind energy.
Figure 14. - Electrolysis of water as a wind energy storage mechanism.

Figure 15. - Wind turbines applied to existing diesel-electric systems.
Figure 16. - Wind turbines integrated with an existing hydroelectric system.

Figure 17. - Wind turbines distributed to take advantage of prevailing winds.